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Equilibrium geometries and the meltinglike transition of Na13Cs42 and Li13Na42 are studied by means of
orbital-free density-functional-theory molecular dynamics simulations. A polyicosahedral structure is found to
be energetically favored for Na13Cs42, with a core shell formed by Na atoms and complete segregation of Cs
atoms to the cluster surface. Li13Na42 adopts an amorphouslike structure, albeit with significant local polyi-
cosahedral order, with the Na atoms preferentially occupying surface sites but with partial mixing of Li and Na
species at the cluster core. Analysis of the thermal properties reveals that premelting effects are more important
for heterogeneous than for homogeneous alkali clusters. The nature of these premelting effects is discussed in
detail. For Na13Cs42, they involve isomerizations without significant atom diffusion; for Li13Na42, they also
include partial melting of the surface formed by Na atoms. The mixing of Li and Na species is significantly
enhanced above the melting temperature, while surface segregation of Cs in Na13Cs42 is maintained in the
liquid state. From the study of these two clusters, we attempt to extract some general trends about the structural
and thermal behaviors of heterogeneous alkali clusters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemically heterogeneous metallic clusterssor nanoal-
loysd constitute a fascinating subject of research for many
reasons. From the experimental side, metal nanoparticles
may have physical and chemical properties not observed in
bulk systems, like enhanced catalytic activity.1 For bulk sys-
tems, alloying of two metals may result in ordered inter-
metallic phases withgenuinepropertiesswhich cannot be
obtained as a simple average of properties of the separate
speciesd. In a similar way, nanoalloys will present different
chemical reactivity depending on the concentration and de-
gree of surface segregation, mixing, etc. Also, some metals
that present a miscibility gap at the bulk level may be mis-
cible at the nanoscale level, opening interesting possibilities
such as the synthesis of new materials.

From the theoretical side, heterogeneous clusters show a
much richer structure in their isomer energy spectra than
homogeneous clusters. Here it is convenient to distinguish
between topological and permutational isomers.2 Topological
isomers differ in the geometric arrangement of atoms, irre-
spective of the chemical identity of those atoms.sFor ex-
ample, icosahedra, cuboctahedra, and decahedra form fami-
lies of topologically distinct isomersd. Permutational
isomers, on the other hand, differ just in the relative positions
of different atoms within a given geometric structure. Jell-
inek and Krissinel3 have introduced the term “homotop” to
refer to these permutational isomers. Now, permutation of
the positions of any two atoms in a homogeneous cluster
does not lead to a new isomer. On the contrary, a permutation
of atomic positions involving different species will normally
result in a new isomer, depending on the specific symmetry
of the underlying topological geometry.sTwo different ho-
motops will not usually share exactly the same atomic posi-
tions, due to small relaxation effects induced by differences
in size, bonding, etc., of the atomic species involved.d The
number of homotops increases with the number of atomsN
as 2N for bimetallic clusters, which superimposes to the ap-

proximately exponential increase in the number of topologi-
cal isomers to lead to an extremely rich density of states in
configurational phase space. This added complexity is ex-
pected to confer specific structural, thermal, and electronic
properties to heterogeneous clusters.

The lowest energy structuresboth topological and permu-
tationald of a heterogeneous cluster is determined by a com-
petition between several effects, usually interconnected but
not in a simple, intuitive, way. The relative bond strengths of
the atomic species involved, the size mismatch effects, the
minimization of the strain energy accumulated in the inner
part of the cluster, and the different surface tensions of the
elements forming the cluster are all factors that conjointly
determine the segregation/mixing preferencessthe most fa-
vorable homotop for each isomeric structured as well as the
specific geometry of the cluster. For example, Rossiet al.4

have recently shown that alloying of two noble metals stabi-
lizes core-shell poly-icosahedral structures such as the com-
pact anti-Mackay structure of Ni13Ag32. This structure con-
tains an Ag32 anti-Mackay overlayer surrounding a Ni13
icosahedral core. The anti-Mackay overlayer itself is formed
by 20 Ag atoms in hcp positions plus 12 Ag atoms capping
the vertex positions of the inner icosahedron, as opposed to a
Mackay overlayer, which is formed by 30 atoms in fcc posi-
tions plus 12 atoms in vertex positions. Anti-Mackay over-
layers are not specially stable for homogeneous noble metal
clusters because the strain in the inner 13-atom icosahedron
is very large, but they are very stable in the mixture because
both coresNid and surfacesAgd atoms have interatomic dis-
tances close to optimal.

The same effects influence in an important way the ther-
mal properties of nanoalloys. When different homotops of a
given inherent structure have similar binding energies, solid-
solid transformations between them may occur at low tem-
peratures as precursors of the meltinglike transition.5,6 For
example, if a segregated structure is the most stable at low
temperatures, an entropically driven transition towards a
structure with compositional disorder may be observed be-
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fore melting.7 The occurrence of solid-solid transformations
will depend, however, on the time of observation, because
these processes may be governed by very slow kinetics if the
transformation pathways connecting different homotops in-
volve the surmounting of large free energy barriers. This
happens when the topography of the potential energy surface
sPESd has a multiple-funnel character. Here, a funnel is de-
fined as a set of downhill pathways on the PES which ulti-
mately drive the system to a specific low energy minimum.
Once the cluster is trapped in a given funnel, it takes a very
long time for it to overcome the free-energy barriers which
lead to a different funnel. In computer simulations of the
thermal properties of heterogeneous clusters the quasiergodic
hypothesis is thus at question, and several Monte Carlo
sMCd–based schemes have been developed in order to effi-
ciently sample the configurational phase space available at
each temperature and thus obtain meaningful averages for
thermodynamic properties.5–7 In molecular dynamicssMDd
simulations, on the contrary, some of those solid-solid trans-
formations will not be accessible for reasonable time lengths
sof the order of nanosecondsd, as different regions of phase
space are essentially disconnected at low energies. Time av-
eraging of microscopic properties obtained in an MD run
may therefore pertain to the domain of kinetics for low en-
ergies, and a different sequence of transformationssas com-
pared to MC runsd may be observed upon heating the cluster,
depending on the dynamically accessible structures.3 MD is
nevertheless a very convenient tool as it allows one to follow
the time evolution of the system and analyze in detail the
mechanisms of melting for specific isomers.

The multiple-funnel character of the potential energy
landscape has another important consequence; location of the
ground state structure is an extremely difficult task, much
more difficult than in the homogeneous case. Recent efforts
in locating minimum-energy structures of bimetallic clusters,
modeled with phenomenological potentials, have employed
genetic algorithms,8 with promising results.

Most of the theoretical work on heterogeneous metal clus-
ters has been devoted to structural properties. Lópezet al.9

studied the segregation properties of Na-Cs and Na-Li
nanoalloys of several compositions through static calcula-
tions. Similar studies were carried out by Bolet al.10 on
binary Na-K and ternary Na-K-Cs clusters.Ab initio calcu-
lations, such as those of Deshpandeet al.11 on Na-Li, Joshi
and Kanhere12 on Li-Sn, and Chackoet al.13 on Al-Li clus-
ters, are restricted to small sizes, while consideration of
structural preferences in larger bimetallic clusters is usually
performed by modeling with phenomenological potentials.4,8

There are also a few MD simulations on bimetallic clusters
which consider their freezing14 and melting2,12,15,16 transi-
tions and the influence of temperature on segregation.17 Very
recently, Aguadoet al.18,19 have performed MD simulations
of melting in the impurity-doped alkali clustersA1Na54, with
A=Li, K, Rb, and Cs, and in the nanoalloy Cs12Na43. There it
was found that substitution of a single Na atom in Na55 with
a different alkali atom, while preserving the icosahedral sym-
metry of the ground state isomer, is enough to alter the melt-
ing properties, as reflected in the different temperatures for
activation of diffusive motion of atoms of each species. For
Cs12Na43, we identified a solid-solid transition, from a phase

in which the Cs atoms are well mixed with Na surface atoms
to another one with completely segregated Cs surface atoms.
This is indeed the opposite behavior of the order-disorder
transition found by Vicéns and López.7 The reasons for such
“anomalous” thermal behavior were analyzed in those
works.19 In order to gain better understanding and draw some
conclusions about the systematics of melting in bimetallic
clusters, it is necessary to explicitly analyze further ex-
amples. In this paper, we report the results of extensive MD
simulations of the meltinglike transition in Li13Na42 and
Na13Cs42. We keep the total number of atoms equal to 55 in
order to make contact with our previous work. As we will
show, a specificity of these clusters is that the ground state
structure is not icosahedral anymore, but polyicosahedral for
Na13Cs42 and amorphouslikesalbeit with significant local or-
derd for Li13Na42. The interplay between segregation and
mixing properties and topological structure will affect the
thermal properties of both clusters in different ways.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents a brief summary of our theoretical method, a full
account of which can be found in our recent publications.19

Section III describes oursnecessarily approximated strategy
to locate minimum-energy isomers and an extensive analysis
of the MD simulations of cluster melting. Finally, Sec. IV
offers some concluding remarks.

II. THEORY

For a given spatial configuration of atoms, we evaluate
the energy of the cluster and the force acting on each atom
by employing density functional theorysDFTd in its
Hohenberg-Kohn20 sHKd representation where the valence
electron density stands as the basic variable, thus avoiding
employment of auxiliary one-particle orbitals as in its
Kohn-Sham21 sKSd representation. The details of our imple-
mentation of this so-called orbital-free DFT scheme have
been described in previous work,18,19,22–25so we just present
briefly the main technical issues. The electronic kinetic en-
ergy functional of the electron density is approximated by
the gradient expansion around the homogeneous limit
through second order.20,26–28 This means that we keep the
local Thomas-Fermi term and the lowest order density gra-
dient correction. The local density approximation is used for
exchange and correlation.29,30 The ionic field acting on the
electrons is represented by the local pseudopotential of Fiol-
hais et al.31 We have shown in recent publications,18,19 by
explicit comparison of HK- and KS-DFT calculations, that
the orbital-free level of theory is adequate to study alkali
clusters. This conclusion may not apply to more complex
metallic elements, for which an extension either of the elec-
tronic kinetic energy functional or the local pseudopotential
might be needed.

The cluster under study is placed in a unit cell of a cubic
superlattice with edge 62 a.u. and the set of plane waves
periodic in that superlattice, up to an energy cutoff of 20 Ry,
is used as a basis set to expand the valence electron density.
Following Car and Parrinello,32 the coefficients of that ex-
pansion are regarded as generalized coordinates of a set of
fictitious classical particles, and the corresponding Lagrange
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equations of motion for the electron density distribution are
solved in order to determine the optimal electron density for
each atomic configuration, as described in Ref. 19. Forces on
atoms are then evaluated by using Hellmann-Feynman’s
theorem. Thus the dynamics of ions is not Car-Parrinello, but
Born-Oppenheimer. Fourier transforms are calculated on a
14431443144 mesh, and the fictitious mass associated
with the electron density coefficients is 2.43107 a.u. The
equations of motion are integrated using the Verlet
algorithm33 for both electrons and ions, with time steps of
1310−4 atu and 3310−3 atu for the electronic and ionic mo-
tions, respectively. These choices resulted in a conservation
of the total energy better than 0.1%. Several MD runs at
different constant energies were performed in order to obtain
the caloric curve for each cluster. Previous to each constant-
energy run, isokinetic thermalization runs were performed to
fix the average value of the temperature. The total simulation
time was at least 100 ps for each run at constant energy, but
for those energies close to the meltinglike transition, some
runs longer than 200 ps were performed. The total simulated
time for each cluster was close to 2 ns.

A number of different indicators were employed in order
to analyze the meltinglike transition. First, the average inter-
nal temperatureT is defined from the equipartition theorem
for the average kinetic energy,

T =
2kEkl
3N − 6

, s1d

where we have taken into account the fact that the position of
the center of mass of the cluster was fixed and the total
angular momentum was held to zero during the simulations,
thus reducing the number of degrees of freedom from 3N to
3N−6. The thermodynamic definition of temperature in the
microcanonical ensemble,Tmc, is given by the slope of the
entropy function, 1/Tmc=s]S/]EdN,V. This definition is
equivalent to the internal temperature defined above if we
take the entropy to beS=kBVsN,V,Ed, wherekB is Boltz-
mann’s constant andVsN,V,Ed is the phase spacevolume.34

That is, from such an entropy definition the equipartition
theorem may be derived. If, on the contrary, we take as our
definition of entropyS=kBvsN,V,Ed, where vsN,V,Ed is
the phase spacedensity, then Tmc differs from our internal
cluster temperature by terms proportional toN−1 sRef. 35d.
Nevertheless, for the cluster sizes considered in this work
both entropy definitions are equivalent in practical terms, and
the corresponding temperature differences are smaller than
our statistical precision.

A second indicator is the specific heat per particlesin
units of the Boltzmann constantd,

Cv = FN − NS1 −
2

3N − 6
DkEkinltkEkin

−1ltG−1

. s2d

Our definitions of temperature and specific heat are the same
as those derived by Pearsonet al.34 from general thermody-
namic arguments, with the only difference being the number
of degrees of freedom. Therefore, the previous equation re-
covers the correct low temperature limit for the specific heat

of a classical harmonic system, namely,Cv / s3N−6dkB=1, as
well as the correctN→` limit.

The rest of melting indicators aresad the root-mean-
squared bond-length fluctuation,

d =
2

NsN − 1doi, j

ÎkRij
2lt − kRijlt

2

kRijlt
, s3d

where Rij is the distance between atomsi and j ; scd the
diffusion coefficient of atoms of speciesA,

DA =
1

6

d

dt
krA

2stdl, s4d

which is obtained from the long time behavior of the
corresponding mean square displacementkrA

2stdl=1/

NAnto j=1
nt oi=1

NA fRW ist0j
+ td−RW ist0j

dg2, wherent is the number of
time origins, t0j

, considered along a trajectory, andNA the
number of atoms of speciesA; sdd short-time averages of the
“atomic equivalence indexes,”36

sistd = o
j

uRW istd − RW jstdu; s5d

andsed the microcanonical average of the atomic distribution
function, defined by

dNatsrd = gsrddr, s6d

wheredNatsrd is the number of atoms at distances from the
center of mass betweenr and r +dr.

III. RESULTS

A. Lowest energy isomers

To find the ground state isomer of a 55-atom cluster is an
extremely difficult task. Efficient global optimization tech-
niques such as genetic8,37 or basin hopping38 algorithms have
been employed to locate putative global minimum structures
for metal clusters when a phenomenological model for
atomic interactions is assumed. On the contrary, when the
potential energy landscape is sampled by DFT means, the
number of energy evaluations required by either genetic or
basin hopping algorithms becomes prohibitive. Therefore, in
practical terms, we are forced to employ an approximate
method of sampling of the potential energy landscape.

We have chosen a combination of previously gathered
knowledge about the structure of metal clusters and dynami-
cal simulated annealing to locate an isomer which is at least
reasonably close to the real ground state structure. Specifi-
cally, simulated annealing runs were performed, starting
from a liquid cluster equilibrated at 200 K, at a cooling rate
of 0.2 K/ps, which means a simulation length of 1 ns takes
the cluster to 0 K. In practice, we rather stopped the anneal-
ing simulation at 5 K and then performed a conjugate gradi-
ents optimization of the resulting structure. We also consid-
ered isomers constructed by hand with icosahedral,
decahedral, and cuboctahedral symmetries, which are be-
tween the expected topological structures for metal clusters.
For each of these isomers, we additionally performed a mild
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annealing simulation by heating the cluster to approximately
100 K sin any case, a temperature lower than the melting
pointd and cooling it down at a rate of 0.4 K/ps. In many
cases, this has the effect of locating an isomer of the same
symmetry as the original one but with a slightly lower en-
ergy.

In the construction of isomers with icosahedral, decahe-
dral, and cuboctahedral structures, we initially assumed that
the atomic species with higher surface tension and smaller
size sLi in Li 13Na42 and Na in Na13Cs42d prefer to avoid the
surface of the cluster. This is the expected behavior and has
indeed been observed to be the case in previous studies.9,10,18

Thus, taking as an example the icosahedral case and
Na13Cs42, we started from a perfect Na13 icosahedral seed
and studied which is the most favorable way of covering this
icosahedron with Cs atoms. We did this by adding one atom
at a time, and found that Cs atoms always prefer to sit on the
faces santi-Mackay growingd rather than on the edges
sMackay growingd of Na13. Anti-Mackay growing has previ-
ously been found to be favorable even for homogeneous
metal clusters in the initial stages of covering of the icosa-
hedral core.39 Here it is energetically favorable until the
icosahedral core is fully covered, which leads to a geometric
shell closing for Na13Cs32 sthe 32 Cs atoms are split into two
nonequivalent groups of atoms: 20 Cs atoms on the 20 faces
of Na13 plus 12 Cs atoms capping the pentagonal faces of the
resulting dodecahedrond. Similar considerations employing
decahedral and cuboctahedral Na13 seeds always led to
higher-energy isomers. The same trends were observed for
the growing of Na over a Li13 core shell. Therefore, from this
point we disregarded both decahedral and cuboctahedral iso-
mers and just studied which is the most favorable way of
adding ten more Cs atoms to the Na13Cs32 anti-Mackay
structure. The first Cs atom preferred to sit on a face of
Na13Cs32, but for larger numbers of Cs atoms, a complex
combination of face and edge covering was observed. In all
cases, the energetic ordering of isomers was the same for
mixed Li-Na clusters.

Figures 1 and 2 show some of the minimum energy iso-
mers found for Na13Cs42 and Li13Na42, respectively. In the
ground state isomer of Na13Cs42, the ten Cs atoms in the
most external surface shell try to attain an optimal packing,
and to this end the neighboring face and edge sites of the
underlying Na13Cs32 are occupied. A more symmetrical iso-
mer, with all ten Cs atoms lying on face sites of Na13Cs32, is
only 0.9 meV/atom higher in energy. In isomerscd of Fig. 1,
two anti-Mackay umbrellas39 are capping diametrically op-
posed pentagonal pyramids of Na13Cs32. Finally, isomersdd
of Fig. 1 was obtained from a simulated annealing run from
the liquid. It lies just 2.3 meV/atom higher than the ground
state and, more interestingly, shows the same Na13Cs32 com-
plete anti-Mackay structure. It differs from the other three
structures just in the way the ten Cs atoms of the outermost
shell are allocated. This implies that the simulated annealing
method is quite efficient in this case in locating good ap-
proximations to the minimum energy structure, and that the
anti-Mackay icosahedral structure of Na13Cs32 is also kineti-
cally favored. The energetic ordering of these isomers can be
easily rationalized in terms of well known features of metal-
lic bonding, namely, isomersad is the one with the largest

number of Cs-Cs bonds and the shortest average Cs-Cs dis-
tance.

Let us turn our attention now to Fig. 2, which shows the
three lowest energy isomers found for Li13Na42. The first
thing to notice is that all the isomers shown in Fig. 1 are not
especially stable for Li13Na42, even though they were found
to be stable after the mild annealing procedure from 100 K,
explained above. The ground state isomerfFig. 2sadg was
found instead by simulated annealing from the liquid state. It
has an inner shell formed by 16 atoms, with stoichiometry
Li13Na3, which is a 13-atom icosahedron with three addi-
tional atoms capping three neighboring facessagain anti-
Mackay growingd. Interestingly, one of the Li atoms of the
13-atom icosahedron has been substituted with a Na atom,
indicating a stronger tendency for mixing than observed in
Na-Cs nanoalloys. The 13-atom icosahedron is distorted,
with the vertex Na atom displaced from its fivefold edge of
symmetry.sThis is most clearly seen in the top view.d This
way, all the triangular faces of the icosahedron do not have
the same area, and the two other Na atoms are precisely
capping the two faces with the largest surface areas. This
core structure has 26 faces in total, 24 of which are capped
by Na atoms of the external shell, which demonstrates that
anti-Mackay growing is still favorable energetically. The re-
maining 15 Na atoms are capping the 12 pentagons of the
outer anti-Mackay shell and three edges. Due to the “imper-

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Lowest energy structure and low-lying
isomers of Na13Cs42. Side and top views are offered on left and
right columns, respectively. Small lightsyellowd balls represent Na
atoms, and large darksredd balls represent the 32 Cs atoms com-
pleting the 45-atom compact anti-Mackay structure, while large
white balls represent the ten Cs atoms in the outermost shell. Num-
bers are energy differences with respect to the ground state isomer
sad in meV/atom.
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fect” structure of the core shell of atoms, the ground state
structure of Li13Na3 looks quite amorphous if not displayed
by concentric shellssas shown in Fig. 2d and is also amor-
phous in terms of the distribution of interatomic distances,
which is quite spread. Nevertheless, Fig. 2 shows that there
is substantial local order in this structure, which is dictated
by a preference towards anti-Mackay growing. In isomersbd,
the core shell is a Li13 icosahedron with three Na atoms
capping neighboring faces, and it lies 0.6 meV/atom higher
in energy. Finally, isomerscd, which lies 1.5 meV/atom
above the ground state, demonstrates that substitution of two
Li atoms by Na atoms in the 13-atom icosahedron is already
unfavorable, so the tendency towards mixing is very weak, in
agreement with previous calculations.9

Polyicosahedral structures in binary metal clusters have
been independently identified by Rossiet al.4 for the case of
noble metals. In homogeneous clusters, this growing pattern
accumulates a very large strain in the inner 13-atom icosa-
hedron and thus is not usually observed. In a binaryAB
nanoalloy, on the contrary, the atomic species with the short-
est equilibrium interatomic distance and/or higher surface
tension sAd may form the innerA13 icosahedral core with
little or no accumulated strain. At the same time,A-B inter-
atomic distances and packing ofB atoms can both be opti-
mized by anti-Mackay growing because only 20 facessas
opposed to 30 edgesd need to be capped. As Rossiet al.point

out, particularly stable polyicosahedral structures are ex-
pected whenever the differences in surface energies and
atomic sizes of the species involved are sufficiently large. In
this work, we have shown this to be the case for Na-Cs
nanoalloys. On the contrary, Na and Li atoms are more simi-
lar, and segregation of the species with lower surface tension
is not so marked, which slightly reduces the stability of
polyicosahedral structures.

The acquiring of an amorphous structure is now a well
established mechanism for stabilization of some metallic
nanostructures, and it has been documented for pure gold,37

sodium,24,40 platinum41 and zinc and cadmium38 clusters. In
all these studies, it was stressed that the amorphous clusters
possess an appreciable local order, even though the broad
distribution of interatomic distances resembles that of a bulk
glass. The amorphization mechanism usually involves the
formation of a core-shell with more than 13 atoms. For ex-
ample, both Soleret al.37 and Manninenet al.40 report the
observation of concentric atomic core shells containing “1
+14” atoms, as compared to the “1+12” structure in a per-
fect icosahedron. Increasing the number of atoms in the first
radial shell relaxes the strain in the interior part of the clus-
ter, as the radius of the first shell is now larger. The inner
strain being smaller, the cluster may be further stabilized by
contraction of the surface shell bonds. The whole process
results in a better satisfaction of coordination-bond length
correlations; namely, those metal atoms with lower coordina-
tion prefer to have shorter interatomic distances. In this
work, we have found that these amorphization mechanisms
can also play a role in bimetallic clusters, at least when the
two species involved do not have a strong preference for
segregation. In the case of Li13Na42, a “1+15” core shell is
found. As Na and Li are not too dissimilar atoms, some
mixing is allowed to form a bigger core shell. As a result, a
second atomic shellssurface shelld is enough to cover the
core, contrary to the situation found in Na13Cs42 where the
42 Cs atoms form two atomic shells on top of Na13. This can
be accomplished because Na and Li atoms have similar sizes
and the Na atoms have on average a lower coordination than
Li atoms, which makes the distribution of distances more
homogeneous across the cluster. In summary, the amorphous
structure optimizes packingsmaximum number of bondsd
without the need for very short interatomic distancessstraind
in the inner part of the cluster.

To close this section, we would like to emphasize that we
do not claim to have found the global minimum for Li13Na42
and Na13Cs42 because our search has not been extensive.
Nevertheless, the energetic ordering of the isomers presented
here is preserved by orbital-based KS-DFT calculations per-
formed with theSIESTA code,42 under the same approxima-
tion for exchange-correlation effects and with core electrons
substituted by norm-conserving pseudopotentials43 in their
fully nonlocal form.44 This explicitly demonstrates, as in our
previous works,18,19 that the orbital-free DFT technique pro-
vides an accurate representation of atomic interactions in al-
kali clusters. Also, the ground state structures shown in Figs.
1 and 2 are stable against mild annealing from a temperature
of 100 K, and no isomers with significantly lower energy
were found in the heating runs reported in the next sections.
sIf lower energy isomers were sampled, this would be ob-

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Lowest energy structure and low-lying
isomers of Li13Na42. For the ground state isomersad, both the core
and surface shells, in two different views, are offered. In the core
shell, darksredd and light sgrayd balls represent Li and Na atoms,
respectively. In the surface shell, darksblued balls represent those
Na atoms capping the faces of the core shell, and lightsyellowd
spheres represent the rest of the surface Na atoms. For higher en-
ergy isomers, only the core shell is shown as the surface shell is
unchanged except for slight distortions. Numbers are energy differ-
ences with respect to the ground state isomersad in meV/atom.
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served as a signature in the caloric curves.d Thus, the struc-
tures proposed are really good candidates for the minimum
energy structures.sIf an isomer with significantly lower en-
ergy exists, it must lie on a completely different funnel of the
potential energy landscape, separated from the icosahedral
funnel by free energy barriers sufficiently high that complete
melting of the cluster is needed before the new funnel can be
explored.d

B. Meltinglike transition in Na 13Cs42

Figure 3 shows the caloric curve, as well as the tempera-
ture evolution of the specific heat, rms bond length fluctua-
tion, and diffusion constants. All the indicators agree in lo-
cating the melting temperature atTm<125 K. The specific
heat departs significantly, however, from the value corre-
sponding to a cold, harmonic solid for temperatures lower
than Tm, while the diffusion constants are zero within our
statistical accuracy, andd takes values typical of a solid clus-
ter, where only atomic vibrations about the equilibrium po-
sitions are expected. This is suggestive of the presence of
nondiffusive isomerizations forT,Tm. This would explain
the quite broad peak in the specific heat, as the configura-

tional phase space volume available to the cluster would in-
crease with temperature in a progressive, as opposed to sud-
den, way.

Figure 4 shows the radial atomic density distributions at
several average temperatures, and Fig. 5 shows short-time
averages of the atomic equivalence indexes forT=85 K.
Both of these figures will be helpful in analyzing the nature
of the melting process, but in order to have a complete view,
a direct inspection of the MD trajectories using computer
graphics is necessary. AtT=71 K, the Cs atoms are clearly
distributed into two surface shells. The inner one comprises
32 atoms, as discussed in the previous section, and can be
further subdivided into two groups of 20 and 12 atoms each.
fThe minimum ingsrd separating these two subshells is not
exactly zero due to thermal fluctuations.g The outermost sur-
face shell contains ten surface atoms. At this temperature, the
isomerizations do not involve any interchange of atomic po-
sitions, but just temporary excursions of, for example, a Cs
atom of the outermost surface shell from a face to an edge
position. After such a temporary excursion, the atom comes
back to its original position, so these processes can be alter-
natively viewed as very large amplitude vibrations and do
not increase much the values ofd or the diffusion coefficient.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Caloric and specific
heat curvessleft sided, and rms bond length fluc-
tuation and diffusion constantssright sided of
Na13Cs42, taking the internal cluster temperature
as the independent variable.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Time-averaged radial
atomic density distributionssdashed linesd of
Na13Cs42, at some representative temperatures.
The full line is the contribution of Na atoms to
gsrd. Where both lines coincide, only the full line
is displayed.
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Usually these isomerization processes involve not the dis-
placement of a single atom, but the concerted motion of sev-
eral atoms. Specific isomerizations may be identified by first
looking at the atomic equivalence indexes, which are very
sensitive indicators of structural changes and tell us which
atoms are involved in isomerizations, and then watching
those atoms move in an MD movie. The isomerizations
which do not involve the swapping of atomic positions are
identified in Fig. 5 as those lines which significantly depart
from their average value during just a short time interval.
From the three boldfaces curves in Fig. 5, one is represen-
tative of this situation. This particular line has an average
value corresponding to a Cs atom sitting on a face of the
inner Na13 icosahedron and temporarily takes values typical
of the 12 vertex atoms in the same inner surface shell. Dur-
ing such a time interval, that atom continues to sit on a face
on the inner Na13 icosahedron, but is coordinated just to five
surface atoms instead of six, resulting in a largers value.
Armed with this equipment, we are thus in a position to
analyze every isomerization process in detail.

At a higher temperature of 104 K, Fig. 4 shows that there
is some mixing between the two surface shells. Figure 5
shows that, starting at a temperature of 85 K, some inter-
changes between the two surface shells appear which explain
the features ingsrd. Specifically, this process was observed
just once in the 85 K simulationswhich was longer than
200 psd and more frequently as the temperature is raised
from that value. By inspecting the movie, the two Cs atoms
that interchange radial shells are never found to be in neigh-
boring sites, so the process is not a simple swapping of
atomic positions.sThis would have been identified as a
strong increase ind, for example.d The isomerization, rather,
involves a concerted movement of atoms which resembles a
shear elastic wave at the cluster surface. This way new iso-
mers may be visited without atomic diffusion and without
significant bond breaking.

Upon further heating, homogeneous melting is observed
at 123 K sFig. 4d. The surface shell is not structured any-
more, but the mixing of core and surface shells is still quite
impeded kinetically. At a higher temperature of 192 K, even
the distinction between core and surface shells is washed out,

and atoms are more uniformly distributed across the cluster.
In the liquid state, some slight penetration of Cs atoms into
the core region is observed, but, on average, segregation of
Cs atoms to the cluster surface is maintained for all tempera-
tures.

The melting process in Na13Cs42 thus involves activation
of three different mechanisms.sad In the temperature interval
T<50–80 K, isomers other than the ground state may be
visited just by temporary excursions of some atoms to neigh-
boring sites. These atoms always come back to their original
positions afterwards.sbd For T<80–120 K, isomerizations
may change the distribution of atoms in the different surface
shells. scd At T<125 K, homogeneous melting, involving
substantial atomic diffusion and bond breaking occurs. It is
in this sense that the melting process can be considered to
proceed stepwise, even though just one broad peak in the
specific heat is observed. While the two first processes can-
not be clearly located by typical structuralsdd and dynamical
sDd indicators, an examination of atomic equivalence in-
dexes helps in identifying the relevant physical mechanisms.
When homogeneous melting sets in, considerable explora-
tion of configurational phase space has been already
achieved by means of the first two processesspremelting
effectsd; the opening of phase space atTm is not too abrupt,
and so the specific heat peak is quite broad. Also, as Cs
surface segregation is mostly maintained in the liquid state,
there is not an important contribution of the entropy of mix-
ing to the latent heat of fusion.

C. Meltinglike transition in Li 13Na42

We show the information regarding the melting of
Li13Na42 in Figs. 6–8, in an analogous way to that employed
for Na13Cs42. In this case, the specific heat shows a marked
peak atTm<170 K, which correlates quite well with the
abrupt increase in the average of bond length fluctuations,
located at about 150 K. The diffusion constant of Na atoms,
however, starts to deviate from zero at an approximate tem-
perature of 100 K. As observed for Na13Cs42, the specific
heat increases appreciably for temperatures lower thanTm.
Also, at a temperature slightly higher than 200 K, a small

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Time evolution of
atomic equivalence indexes of Na13Cs42, aver-
aged over time intervals of 1000 steps, atT
=85 K. Some of thes curves corresponding to
Cs atoms involved in isomerization transitions
are represented by bold lines.
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additional specific heat peak is observed which correlates
with an increase in the diffusion coefficient of Li atoms. The
situation is thus apparently more complex than that found in
Na13Cs42.

Figure 7 shows the radial atomic density distribution at
47 K, when the cluster is still completely solid. There is a
clear separation between core and surface shells, although
with some Na atoms contributing togsrd in the core region.
Within each shell, the distribution of distances to the center
of mass is quite spread, due to the distorted core structure. At
a temperature of 64 K, Fig. 8sad shows that the original dis-
tribution of atoms in shells is still preserved, but with sub-
stantial isomerizations taking place, which results in an ap-
preciable increase in the specific heat. These isomerizations
are of the same kind as observed for Na13Cs42 and will not be
further described.

Starting at<96 K ssee Fig. 7d, a new stage in the melting
process develops. The distribution of radial distances in the
core and surface shells is now much smoother due to the
strong thermal fluctuations, but at the same time two sub-
shells can be distinguished in the core shell. This situation
persists up to 120 K, and Fig. 8sbd clearly shows that the

new peak ingsrd is formed by two atoms, so that the distri-
bution of atoms in the core shell changes from “1+15” to
“1+13+2.” An examination of MD snapshots reveals that
those two atoms are Li atoms, and that a solid-solid transfor-
mation to isomers of typescd in Fig. 2 has taken place. As the
number of Li-Na bondssand so the mixing of the two
atomic speciesd increases, we expect the free energy differ-
ence between isomerssad andscd to decrease with increasing
temperature. Thermal expansion also plays a role, as we have
checked that the energy difference between those isomers
decreases with a homogeneous scaling of the coordinates of
all particles. This observation suggests that mixing of the two
species will be more favored the larger the free volume avail-
able per atom. Figure 8sbd also shows that the surface shell
disorder has considerably increased. In fact, the diffusion
coefficient of Na atoms starts to deviate from zero at these
temperatures, which demonstrates that there is a partial melt-
ing of the cluster surface. The diffusion mechanism is illus-
trated graphically in Fig. 9. From time to time along the MD
run, a basal edge of one of the pentagonal pyramids forming
the surface opens up appreciably and leaves enough space
for a neighboring atomswhite ball in Fig. 9d to enter. At the

FIG. 6. sColor onlined Caloric and specific
heat curvessleft sided and rms bond length fluc-
tuation and diffusion constantssright sided of
Li13Na42, taking the internal cluster temperature
as the independent variable.

FIG. 7. sColor onlined Time-averaged radial
atomic density distributionssdashed linesd of
Li13Na42, at some representative temperatures.
Full lines represent the contribution of Li atoms
to gsrd.
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same time, another atom leaves the base of the original pyra-
mid. This transition is not reflected in the specific heat, but
only in the diffusion constant and, to a lesser extent, in the
magnitude of bond length fluctuations, which is close to
10%.

At T<140 K, where an abrupt increase in the specific
heat, d, and diffusion constants appears, Figs. 7 and 8scd
show that both core and surface shells are melted, but diffu-
sion of atoms between both shells is still relatively infrequent
and mixing of Li and Na is almost unchanged. Upon increas-
ing the temperature further, however, the radial distribution
of atoms becomes much more uniform, and substantial mix-
ing of the two species is observedfFigs. 7 and 8sddg. This is,
in our opinion, the reason for observing the main specific
heat peak at a temperature higher than 140 K. Also, the small
bump at<210 K correlates with an increase in the frequency
with which Li atoms visit surface sites, which also explains
the increase in average Li diffusion.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, orbital-free DFT molecular dynamics simu-
lations have been employed in order to analyze the mecha-
nisms of melting in two binary alkali metal clusters, namely

Li13Na42 and Na13Cs42. Ideally, what one would like to iden-
tify in these kinds of studies are some trends in the structural
and thermal behavior of binary alkali clusters as a function
of cluster size, composition, etc., which would be useful in
developing some intuition regarding the expected behavior
of related systems. Unfortunately, the computational expense
of these calculations does not allow an explicit consideration
of a large number of systems, a problem that can only be
addressed by employing phenomenological models of atomic
interactions. Orbital-free DFT remains, however, as the
method which gives the best compromise between statistical
accuracy and realistic interatomic forces, and some very gen-
eral trends can be already identified from our restricted set of
calculations.

The lowest-energy structures of binary alkali clusters of
medium size are dictated by the same general features of
metallic bonding which operate in homogeneous clusters,
namely, the relief of core strain and the tendency of surface
bonds to contract. When the two atomic species have signifi-
cantly different sizes and surface energies, these “rules” lead
to polyicosahedral clustersswith segregation of the lower
surface energy component to the cluster surfaced in a natural
way, as shown in this work and independently by Rossiet
al.4 for the case of binary noble metal clusters. No significant
strain is accumulated in the core shell of these structures as

FIG. 8. sColor onlined Time evolution of atomic equivalence indexes of Li13Na54, averaged over 1000 time steps, at four representative
temperatures. Somes curves are represented by bold lines in order to better appreciate signatures of isomerizations and/or diffusive motion.
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the smaller size species has a shorter equilibrium bond dis-
tance. At the same time, optimal distances for the surface
bonds may be obtained by growing of the large size species
on the faces of the inner icosahedron.sGrowing on edge sites
would result in surface bonds which are too short.d We have
performed selected additional calculationssonly trying the
set of isomers shown in Figs. 1 and 2d which demonstrate
that poly-icosahedral structures are also favorable for
Li13K42 and Na13Rb42, for example. When the two atomic
species are more similar in size and surface energy, there is
some tendency towards mixingsthat is, segregation is not so
significantly favoredd, and the amorphization mechanism,
also observed in homogeneous clusters,24,37,38,40,41can play

an important role. Inner strain is relaxed by increasing the
number of atoms in the core shell, which results in a larger
average interatomic distance in this region, and thus contrac-
tion of the surface bonds generates a lower strain than with a
13-atom core shell. In this work, we have found that LiuNa
nanoalloys present this tendency towards amorphization.
Both Aguadoet al.24 and Manninenet al.40 have reported
significant local icosahedral order in amorphous Na clusters.
Similarly, the “amorphous” Li13Na42 isomer shown in Fig. 2
possesses significant polyicosahedral local order, as most Na
atoms on the surface shell sit on top of the triangular faces of
the core shell structure. This local order is again a manifes-
tation of the same mechanisms operating in Na-Cs nanoal-
loys.

Let us discuss now some general trends observed in the
thermal properties of heterogeneous alkali clusters. These
trends may not apply to those clusters having a compact
geometric structure, like Na13Cs32, which have not been cov-
ered in this study. A first point to notice, both in this and
previous works,18,19 is that premelting effects start to be im-
portant at lower temperatures, as compared with the homo-
geneous case.22–25The premelting effects may include partial
melting of the surfacesas is the case for Li13Na42, where Na
surface atoms undergo diffusive motions forT,Tmd or non-
diffusive isomerizations, which in turn may or may not in-
volve a redistribution of atoms within the different radial
shells. The preponderance of premelting effects in heteroge-
neous alkali clusters might be related to the enhanced density
of states in their isomer energy spectra. In any case, the
specific nature of the premelting effects seems to be quite
difficult to guess without an explicit simulation of a large
number of clusters.

The premelting effects may lead to quite broad specific
heat peaks, because the transition is spread over a wide tem-
perature interval, and the configurational phase space volume
available to the system increases in a more or less gradual
way across that temperature interval. This is the case for the
melting of Na13Cs42. Li13Na42, on the contrary, shows, apart
from the premelting effects, a marked specific heat peak
characteristic of an abrupt transition. This is somewhat sur-
prising as the structure of this cluster has been classified as
amorphouslike, and both Aguadoet al.24 and Manninenet
al.40 have reported tiny latent heats of fusion in amorphous
Na clusters. It should be remembered here that a cluster
structure has been classified in previous works37,40as “amor-
phouslike” when the distribution of interatomic distances is
spread over a wide interval, and thus it resembles that found
in a bulk glass. In Ref. 24 we proposed that a structurally
amorphous cluster should satisfy an additional condition,
namely, the probability per unit area of finding an atom at a
certain radial distancer fas measured bygsrd /4pr2g should
be constant, or, put in different words, there should not be a
discernible radial order. Only in this case is it observed that
the melting transition proceeds with negligibly small latent
heat.24 It is clear then that Li13Na42 is not completely amor-
phous from a structural point of view. Now, even for a struc-
turally amorphous heterogeneous cluster, an appreciable la-
tent heat is expected if the cluster is not compositionally
amorphous and melting is accompanied by substantial mix-
ing of the atomic species forming the cluster. This is exactly

FIG. 9. sColor onlined Three snapshots of Li13Na42, extracted
from a MD run at 118 K, showing the surface melting mechanism
at that temperature. A group of six atoms forming a pentagonal
pyramid on the cluster surface is represented by light-coloredsgrayd
balls. The white ball represents a Na atom which substitutes for one
of the Na atoms initially in that pentagonal pyramid.
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what happens with Li13Na42, thus providing an explanation
for the high specific heat peak. Regarding the melting tem-
perature values, they are simply close tosbut slightly belowd
those typical of homogeneous clusters of the majority
component,23–25 but in this respect our calculations are
clearly insufficient to discuss the dependence ofTm on com-
position.

A few comments about the quasiergodicity of the MD
simulations presented in this paper are pertinent here. As
mentioned in the Introduction, this is a more delicate ques-
tion for heterogeneous than for homogeneous clusters, be-
cause some solid-solid transformations between energetically
close homotops may be difficult to observe in MD if large
energy barriers separate the corresponding energy basins. In
the case of Na13Cs42, we believe our MD simulations are not
worse in this respect than for a typical homogeneous cluster,
because there is complete surface segregation of Cs atoms.
Even at the highest energies consideredsvery close to the
evaporation limitd, we find that Cs atoms never visit the inner
region of the cluster. We tried to optimize some structures
with an inner Na atom substituted by an external Cs atom,
and their energies were always higher than those obtained by
quenching from MD trajectories at the highest temperatures.

Quasiergodicity, is thus not a big problem because different
homotops have very different energies. The situation is dif-
ferent in LiuNa nanoalloys, where surface segregation of
Na is not so marked, and some energetically competitive
isomers with inner Na atoms exist. In this case, however,
energy barriers separating different homotops are not ex-
pected to be significantly higher than those in pure Na or Li
clusters as these two atomic species are not too dissimilar,
and the quasiergodicity problem is again partially alleviated.
We are in fact able to locate a solid-solid transformation
between homotops in Li13Na42, with simulation times not
longer than 200 ps.
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